Advances in bioprinting technology from layer-by-layer cell printing to volumetric bioprinting
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Abstract
The function of living tissues is intimately linked to their complex architectures. Biofabrication technologies are rapidly advancing as powerful tools capable to capture salient features of tissue composition and thus guide the maturation of engineered construct into mimicking functionalities of native organs. In biofabrication, multiple cell types and biomaterials are patterned in three dimension through automated processes, either via bioprinting or bioassembly. The current paradigm in bioprinting relies on the additive layer-by-layer deposition and assembly of repetitive building blocks, typically cell-laden hydrogel fibers or voxels, single cells, or cellular aggregates. Since its initial conception and its first implementations through inkjet printing technologies, bioprinting rapidly introduced a new toolset for bioengineers and material scientists to produce new strategies to restore the function of impaired tissues. In this contribution, both currently available and innovative bioprinting approaches will be reviewed, with a particular focus on how these techniques can be combined to mimic the multi-material hierarchical composition of living tissues. Key concepts underlying extrusion, laser and light-based technologies will be discussed, together with the recent emergence of field-based printing methods. Finally, technological advances and challenges towards the biofabrication of large, clinically-relevant multi-tissue constructs via the development of volumetric bioprinting will be discussed.
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